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When we ask what it means to rehumanize mathematics, we might also ask, “When has 
there been a time when mathematics was humanizing?” We acknowledge that, for many 
people, school mathematics has never been a humanizing experience. Here, we outline 
how humanizing mathematics is about creating spaces for voices that have previously been 
silenced and marginalized, building meaningful and mutually beneficial relationships, and 
finding ways to relearn and observe mathematics as a human endeavor. Within this frame-
work, the challenge of “rehumanizing mathematics” requires addressing power imbalances 
in a variety of contexts: in classrooms, in schools, at the district level, and in the way profes-
sional development (PD) in education is negotiated. 

!is chapter demonstrates the contributions to mathematics and to the humanization 
of mathematics that are made possible when Indigenous language teachers, First Nation 
Educational Counsellors, and Elders are included in collaborative mathematics teacher 
professional development. (!e chapter’s title is a quote from Elder Mike Kabatay of Seine 
River First Nation.) !is work is part of a larger PD research project, the Math for Young 
Children project, that invites teams of educators to design and rethink the foundation of an 
early-years mathematics curriculum by prioritizing spatial and embodied aspects of mathe-
matics in kindergarten to grade 3 classrooms (Moss et al. 2016). 

!is chapter will provide readers with our account of the sociohistorical context that 
underlies the current paradigm shift to rehumanize mathematics. To honor the con-
cept of rehumanization, we take a nontraditional approach by introducing the individual 
 experiences and perspectives of the authors and by giving narrative accounts from commu-
nity members of how the mathematics focus on geometry and spatial reasoning impacted 
mathematics literacy, cultural connection, and language revitalization within their com-
munities. We hope that, by the conclusion of this chapter, educators will be persuaded to 
rethink typical hierarchies in PD and consider the broad implications and application of this 
approach to other PD programs aimed at integrating aspects of equity and education within 
critical gateway subjects. 
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! Sociohistorical Context
In Canada, beginning in the 1870s, more than 150,000 First Nations, Métis, and Inuit children 
were taken from their homes, their communities, and their parents and placed in Indian resi-
dential schools. !ese government-funded, church-run schools had a stated policy to “kill the 
Indian in the child.” Many students, forbidden to speak their language and practice their own 
culture, su"ered emotional, physical, and sexual abuse (Truth and Reconciliation Commission 
[TRC] 2015). 

In 2008, the Truth and Reconciliation Commission (TRC) was formed in Canada to gather 
statements and “document the truth of survivors, families, communities and anyone personally 
a"ected by the Indian Residential School experience” (TRC 2015, p. 7). Canada’s Prime Minister 
made a public apology on behalf of the government. A final report was issued in 2015, calling for 
a commitment to a process of reconciliation defined as “an ongoing process of establishing and 
maintaining respectful relationships” (TRC 2015, p. 16). !e report resulted in 94 Calls to Action, 
focusing e"orts toward language revitalization, land reclamation, and recognition of the devastat-
ing legacy of residential school experience. !e tenth Call to Action serves as a relevant example 
with its specific recognition of the need for a new commitment to “education legislation with the 
full participation and informed consent of Aboriginal peoples” (TRC 2015, p. 197). !is includes 
but is not limited to the following:

i. Improving education attainment levels 
ii. Developing culturally appropriate curricula
iii. Protecting the right to Aboriginal languages
iv. Enabling parental and community responsibility, control, and accountability 
v. Enabling parents to fully participate in the education of their children. (p. 197)

! (Re)Humanizing Mathematics
In its simplest form, this legislation outlines a mandate to rehumanize education. What would 
happen if we focus on “establishing and maintaining respectful relationships” (p. 16) and brought 
this spirit of reconciliation into our mathematics teaching, research, and teacher professional 
development? Rochelle Gutiérrez (2012a) speaks about how a “more humanistic conception of 
mathematics requires teaching that moves beyond the ability to perform well on standardized tests 
or measures of conceptual knowledge” (p. 31) and argues that “it is not enough to call it equity if 
mathematics as a field and/or our relationships on this planet do not change” (p. 20). 

! Rehumanization of Mathematics Educators 
In this spirit of rehumanization, we begin by positioning ourselves in relation to the research.

Bev Caswell is a mathematics education professor who works with educators to design 
inquiry-based learning environments. Bev aims to create collective spaces in which each educator 
within the PD circle can bring expertise based on their own ways of knowing and lived experienc-
es. Within this framework, Bev recognizes her privilege as a White/settler mathematics education 
professor and has committed her position of authority to disrupt typical hierarchies in PD, which 
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includes creating space for educators who have been historically excluded from positions of power 
within school districts and for voices that have been previously silenced. Her work is inspired by 
activist scholars such as Rochelle Gutiérrez, Eric Gutstein, Kyndall Brown, Marta Civil, Lisa 
Lunney Borden, Indigo Esmonde, and Joan Moss. 

Jason Jones is the Anishinaabemowin (Ojibwe language) coordinator for a district school 
board in Treaty #3 territory in Northwestern Ontario. Jason’s parents are residential school surviv-
ors, and, although they are Ojibwe speakers, their experiences of language suppression in residen-
tial school led them, as with others, “to decide not to teach their children an Aboriginal language” 
(TRC, p. 84). At age 19, Jason took it upon himself to learn the language. He is now considered a 
“language warrior” who plays an integral role in revitalizing Anishinaabemowin. 

Marjolaine LaPointe is of the Deer clan, from Ardoch Algonquin First Nation, and is 
an Anishinaabemowin teacher. Marjolaine provides this perspective on the long-term e"ect of 
language suppression from the residential school system: “!e colonial system that is Canada was 
quite successful with my family, and I’m the first in three generations to pick the language back up 
again.” Her work aims to show students how Anishinaabemowin functions as a profoundly mathe-
matical and scientific language.

Tracy Kabatay is of the Jackfish clan and is an Anishinaabe Educational Counsellor who acts 
as liaison between students from her First Nation community and the public school they attend, 
providing both support and advocacy. In her words, she has chosen this path “for the love of our 
children. Everything is for our children and for our futures.” Tracy describes herself walking “in 
both the Anishinaabe world and the non-Anishinaabe world.” Her own school experience was a 
lesson in “learning how to survive school in the White world, while at the same time making sure 
I didn’t lose who I was.” She relates that although she encountered many barriers and challenges 
in school, she did not lose her voice, culture, beliefs, and morals. She now works with Anishinaabe 
Educational Assistants and her community to develop educational policies to limit the barriers and 
challenges students face in school and to protect and promote students’ cultural identities.

In this chapter, we will refer to individual authors, their stories, and their experiences in the 
third person, using first names only. We also refer to mathematics education researchers in this 
chapter by their first and last names rather than citing their findings in more conventional refer-
ence terms; we intend this as a mechanism to rehumanize the researchers and present the mathe-
matics education community in its most inclusive and inviting form.

! PD Location, Structure, and Approach
Our PD approach to rehumanize mathematics incorporates elements of Japanese lesson study, 
which authentically places all members of the PD community as curriculum designers and 
 researchers contributing to mathematics education. While traditional Japanese lesson study can 
be a tightly structured process with strongly formalized rules and procedures, we adapted a more 
fluid, context-responsive version of this approach (Moss et al. 2015). 

Our project was situated in northwestern Ontario, in both provincial public schools serving 
predominantly Anishinaabe students and federally funded First Nation schools on reserves; it took 
place over a six-month period. All PD sessions were videotaped and audio-recorded. Excerpts of 
conversations were transcribed and children’s artifacts were saved. 

Together, members of the working collective—Anishinaabe and non-Anishinaabe educators, 
Elders, and university researchers—participated in a variety of geometry and spatial  reasoning 
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activities as learners, designed and conducted task-based clinical interviews with children, 
 co-designed and collaboratively carried out exploratory lessons in classrooms with children, 
engaged with mathematics education research, and created resources for other educators (Moss 
et al. 2015). (For examples of the materials from the project, see this article’s page on NCTM’s 
More4U website.)

!e multiplicity of voices and the growing relationships among people who had previously op-
erated in separate spheres were remarkable to witness. As Tracy puts it, “I’ve been working as the 
First Nation Education Counsellor for ten years, and that was the first time I was actually invited 
at an administrative level to a meeting with the district school board. It was actually nice to have 
that welcome and to walk into that room that day and to be a part of the discussion.” Linda Tuhi-
wai Smith (2012) describes changes of this type as marking the shift between Indigenous people 
“being viewed as research objects . . . and becoming our own researchers” (p. 187).

Tracy highlights how this PD was di"erent: “Before this PD, community was always separate 
from school. !ere was never any e"ort to bring community and school together.” Tracy contin-
ues, “Cultural sensitivity was never explored. PD was created based on non-Anishinaabe people’s 
assumptions about what we may feel or get out of the PD, but it wasn’t us there at the table. Even 
the non-Anishinaabe teachers involved weren’t given voice.” 

Typical PD in schools is often a top-down process in which outside “experts” deliver a mes-
sage or program for teachers in a district to implement regardless of its relevance to the realities of 
the community. As an alternative approach, our PD invited key community leaders and educators 
to join in the process of figuring out new ways to foster enhanced mathematics learning. !is 
created buy-in for teachers in the PD. As one numeracy coach described: 

It was amazing how non-threatening this PD was. You weren’t just telling us the best way 
to do math. You gave us the chance to try some of the math activities, then invited us to 
go together into the classrooms and try it. Typically in PD, we don’t work in classrooms 
with children and have the work happen before our very eyes. We don’t see teachers 
co-teaching and collaborating with researchers, but in this PD, that is how it worked. We 
all felt like we were contributing to something greater. 

!roughout this PD, the fluidity of both roles and working spaces—academic researchers 
co-teaching young children with classroom teachers, classroom teachers presenting their work in 
academic settings, young children joining in to test ideas in progress, and intense discussions of 
the complexities of mathematics and language at local festive gatherings—radically upended the 
relational hierarchies and divisions so commonly entrenched in school settings and the broader 
community. !is site-based approach to PD enabled ongoing interplay between lesson and cur-
riculum design; this allowed participants to move into classrooms to try something out, return to 
the drawing board to rethink the lesson in light of children’s responses or an informed suggestion 
from a community member, and then try out the redesigned lesson with a new grade or group of 
children. Quickly, teachers began to view themselves as curriculum designers who were creating 
a bank of resources for other educators within the community. Seeing their students so engaged, 
thoughtful, and keenly responsive to mathematical learning was transformative for many teachers, 
setting in motion a dynamic upward continuum of designing, teaching, and learning.

!e inclusion of Elders, language and cultural teachers, and community members provided an 
unprecedented opportunity for non-Ashininaabe educators to form new relationships, build aware-
ness of the continuities and disjunctions between Indigenous (e.g., Anishinaabe) and Western 
mathematical understandings, and gain new understanding to inform their way of teaching. 
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! Community Connections 
In addition to engagement and learning, community connections were critical for the success 
of this project. Not only were Tracy and Jason involved in creating new spatial math activities 
grounded in their culture, but from the very beginning of the project they played an integral role 
in providing direct connections with the communities, organizing social gatherings and cultural 
celebrations. Tracy explains her intentions for community connectivity:

I wanted the research team to know where our kids come from and the knowledge that 
we carry already, which was validated when you look at the research results—that our 
kids are very smart—which is really an awesome thing for us. My father did a blessing for 
the whole project. And it was bigger than what you might consider a blessing. We invited 
the spiritual part of being an Anishinaabe person to the research. He said we need to take 
care of the people who are going to be taking care of the children. !at was the beginning 
of our partnership. 

!is created opportunities for non-Anishinaabe PD members to understand protocols; devel-
op awareness and understanding of Anishinaabe knowledges, histories, and perspectives; and ex-
perience the “funds of knowledge” (Civil 2016) within each First Nation community. For many of 
the non-Anishinaabe teachers and school district leaders, this was the first time they had stepped 
foot in the First Nation communities, even though their classrooms and schools were made up 
predominantly of children from those communities. 

! Our Mathematics Focus: Spatial Reasoning in the  
Early Years 
Motivated by research pointing to the importance of early years mathematics in providing a strong 
foundation for overall school achievement, Bev and her colleague Joan Moss were invited to work 
within a school district in northwestern Ontario to strengthen the teaching and learning of math-
ematics in kindergarten through grade 3 classrooms. In their previous work in urban centers, Bev 
and Joan had observed how young children thrived in a rigorous yet play-based, spatially enriched 
mathematics program (developed collaboratively by Bev and Joan with classroom teachers and 
district numeracy coaches). 

!e focus on developing children’s spatial reasoning and geometric thinking aligns closely 
with NCTM expectations (NCTM 2000, 2006). Spatial reasoning provides an equitable entry 
point to school mathematics for children as it often develops ahead of number sense, grounds 
mathematics understanding through body-related experiences, and o"ers aesthetic appeal through 
the use of symmetries. !is focus often reveals spatial abilities that can go unnoticed in classrooms 
exclusively focused on number and arithmetic (Moss et al. 2015). However, research shows that 
spatial skills are both malleable and highly correlated with mathematics achievement (Bruce et al. 
2015; Uttal et al. 2013). 

From a rehumanizing perspective, Tracy spoke about the mathematics focus with her father, 
Elder Mike Kabatay: 

I had explained to him that the project was about spatial geometry, symmetry, and he was 
like, “What is that?” !e more I talked to him about it, he was like, “Oh, that’s our way 
of life. And that’s the way it is for Anishinaabe people. We don’t think of it in terms of 
math, it’s just the way of life.” 
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For everyone involved in the PD, the realization that mathematics is deeply embedded in  cultural 
practice and is deeply connected to Anishinaabe ways of thinking and being was profound. It 
clearly showed how mathematics is part of what it means to be human. 

! Family Math Events
Mathematics also became a rehumanizing activity by including voices of the community in 
planning family math events, which combined Anishinaabe and Western ways of knowing. (For 
a list of these activities, see this book’s page at NCTM’s More4U website.) !e focus on spatial 
reasoning a"orded ways of connecting with cultural practices and generating culturally responsive 
math activities. For example, during one of our PD sessions, we explored the use of tangrams to 
strengthen students’ skills in composing and decomposing 2-D shapes—an important concept 
in geometry. From this, Tracy and colleague Shelly Jones came up with the idea for children and 
families to use tangrams to represent their distinct clan animals, an important system within 
Anishinaabe culture. During the family math event, families created their clan animals from the 
tangram shapes and clan animal outlines provided. !ey then recreated and printed the images on 
a square of cloth with fabric paint using larger wooden tangram shapes that had been built specif-
ically for the event by older students in a woodworking class. Elders then sewed each square into 
a tangram quilt that combined all the clan animals. !e quilt was placed on display in the school 
entranceway, providing students and families with a daily opportunity to see their culture and 
mathematical ingenuity proudly reflected within the school. !is is but one example of a human-
izing way to see math as an inclusive, playful, engaging, accessible, and honored endeavor that 
incorporates important aspects of family and cultural identity.

In addition to raising awareness of geometry and measurement concepts embedded in local 
cultural practices, family math events helped to build trust between the school system and the 
community. For some parents who were residential school survivors, this was the first time they had 
set foot in a school since their own school days. !is event provided an opportunity for parents to 
observe their children’s ways of knowing being respected and showcased while  co-participating in 
the mathematical process. !is integrated approach became a model for the entire school district.

! Language Revitalization through Mathematics 
A key and unique feature of the PD has been the inclusion of Anishinaabemowin teachers. 
 According to Marie Battiste (2013), “Indigenous language revitalization is the most significant 
factor in the survival of Indigenous knowledge and culture” (p. 146). In the words of a PD par-
ticipant: “When I listen to the Elders and to the leadership, they want to have Ojibwe language. 
Language is more than just a language. It’s the culture. !e traditions, histories, perspectives are 
embedded in the language.” 

We explicitly used mathematics as a subversive tool to promote language revitalization. 
We were inspired by the work of Lisa Lunney Borden (2011, 2013, 2014) who transformed her 
mathematics teaching practice by learning and incorporating the verb-based grammatical struc-
ture of the Mi’kmaw language taught to her by Elders. Her mathematics teaching became more 
 action-oriented when compared to the typical and predominantly noun-based Western approach 
to school mathematics (Lunney Borden and Munroe 2016). Lisa argues that “verbification holds 
promise as a means of supporting Aboriginal students in mathematics learning” (Lunney Borden 
2011, p. 13). As Jason pointed out early in the PD, “Ojibwe language being 80 percent verbs, and us 
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wanting math to be a verb-based  activity, that connection was pretty simple to make.” Marjolaine 
points out how the nature of the PD allowed for reciprocal learning and for thinking about math-
ematics in a new way: “!rough the math project, I’m learning the deep understanding of the lan-
guage along with my students. In our language, most of our words are verbs so when we do math, 
we’re not doing math, we’re mathing!”

Over the course of the PD, Jason contributed an Anishinaabemowin word that encapsulates 
a (re)humanizing way of thinking about mathematics: Gaa-maamiwi-asigaginendamowin. Loosely 
translated, this word means “gathering to learn and do mathematics together, collectively performing 
useful action.” !is is reminiscent of mawikinutimatimk, or “coming together to learn,” a Mi’kmaw 
term that Lisa Lunney Borden (2011, p. 9) learned from Elders, which implies “that everyone comes 
to the table with gifts and talents to share—everyone has something that they can learn. It conjures 
an image of a community of learners working in a circle where all members are equally important 
and necessary” (p. 9). Similarly, Dwayne Donald, Florence Glanfield, and Gladys Sterenberg (2011) 
describe “culturally relational education . . . based on the Cree concept of#miyo-wichitowin, a healing 
energy or medicine that is generated when we are actively together with the intention of honouring 
and respecting the relationships we are enmeshed within” (n.p.). 

! Spatial Reasoning and Anishinaabemowin
Anishinaabemowin is structured in relation to movement, and spatial relationships are embedded 
in the sounds of the language. One adaptation of lesson study that was introduced in the PD was 
a teacher-led interview with individual children that focused on composing and decomposing 2-D 
shapes (Sarama and Clements 2003). As Marjolaine highlights: 

We talked about the location of things and how they are described not only in the loca-
tion but in reference to other things. So if you are going to slide it [a geometric shape], 
are you going to continue to slide it? Because if you are going to continue to slide it, then 
you are going to add more sounds than if you are going to slide it and then stop. If you are 
going to turn it, and just keep turning it, you are going to use a di"erent verb or a di"er-
ent series of sounds after that core idea than if you are to turn it a bit and then stop. !ere 
would have to be an end point where you either use that g or the k sound.

!is description reinforced for the teachers that slides and turns are central ideas relating to 
geometric transformation (NCTM 2000, 2006; Ontario Ministry of Education [OME] 2014) 
and highlights the need for children “to understand the idea of relative location, namely that any 
location can be described only in relation to them or something or someone else” (Moss et al. 
2016, p. 175).  It also highlights perspective taking, a central skill in the development of spatial 
reasoning and a way of#visualizing the#continuity of a slide and of a turn, connecting the idea that 
“visualization is a particularly powerful, and at times essential tool for scientific and mathemati-
cal thinking” (Moss et al. 2015, p. 30). 

Our PD marked the first time that Anishinaabemowin teachers were invited to co-teach 
mathematics lessons with classroom teachers. In doing so, we found that Anishinaabemowin 
(Ojibwe language) provided a way in to think about the importance of visualization, a foundational 
process in developing students’ spatial reasoning that was not previously appreciated within the 
traditional school system. As an example lesson, children were shown a paper rectangle followed 
by a paper square (equivalent to 1/8 of the area of the rectangle). Students were asked to think 
about or visualize how many such squares they would need to cover the rectangle. 
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During the lesson debrief, Jason introduced the Anishinaabemowin word for rectangle: 
genoo-gakagaag. As Jason stated, “!e literal meaning is ‘rectangle.’ But it means elongated 
square with points moving on there. So it’s talking about how it visually looks.” Jason’s use of 
 genoo-gakagaag illuminated the concept, which is sometimes di$cult to grasp, that a square is a 
special rectangle. !e Anishinaabemowin word provided children with an opportunity to visualize 
the movement of a shape, rather than define an image in its static form. !is ability to visualize 
movement is a key component of spatial reasoning.

!e unique capabilities of Anishinaabemowin for highlighting critical features of geometrical 
shapes is further illustrated by Marjolaine. In her words:

I was thinking of this word, kakadeyaa, which means a square, but it’s not a noun. It’s a 
verb which means it’s squaring itself. And kakadeyaa has this k sound which is a cutting, 
a grouping, a separating, and when we break the language down into those sound-based 
parts, we start thinking in three dimensions as opposed to binaries of “this is this and 
this is that,”’ and we see relationships between many things. And the language really 
lends itself to spatial reasoning and math inquiry. !at word also implies that what you’re 
looking at has grouped or separated itself in a way that is di"erent from its natural state. 
Which is kind of what a square is because if you look out onto the land, what we see are 
not really squares—we see things that are of all kinds of di"erent shapes but that very 
harsh squaring o" is an odd thing to see. And so that’s why we have a very specific word 
for it.

Not only did the Anishinaabemowin language o"er new insights into spatial concepts, but 
mathematics o"ered Jason a deeper understanding of the language: 

Working in this math project helps me to understand the language a lot better. Some of 
these new math concepts that were introduced to us when I tried to translate really helped 
me to understand more about the language. It helps me to be proud of my own language 
and understand the vitality that it has and its ability to create new words, which inspires me 
to think—wow—our language can go a long way in developing conceptual understandings. 

! Elders Rehumanize Mathematics
Elders Ogimaawigwanebiik (Nancy) Jones, Mike Kabatay, and Nora Atlookan o"ered cer-
emonial opening protocols to begin research, PD, and family math nights “in a Good Way.” 
( Mino-bimaadiziwin is the Anishinaabe philosophy of how to live life in a Good Way.) !ere was 
an understanding that the work would involve seeing children in a good light and hearing children 
in a compassionate way. Bringing this kind of humanity into the project became a sacred promise 
that inspired new levels of commitment. 

!e spatial thinking focus provided opportunities for Anishinaabe educators and elders to 
connect to cultural practices from their home communities, further rehumanizing mathematics. 
For example, one activity invited learners to predict designs that would appear after holes were 
punched in a folded piece of paper that was then unfolded. According to Joan Moss and colleagues 
(2016), the activity requires spatial visualization to “generate, maintain, and manipulate a mental 
image” (p. 33). !is activity sparked Elder Nora Atlookan to share stories about her mother, who 
practiced the cultural art form of birch bark biting, which involves visualizing and then creating 
symmetrical designs by folding and biting the birch bark. (See this chapter’s page on NCTM’s 
More4U website.) Nora describes the cognitive and physical processes of birch bark biting: “My 
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mother would bite and think at the same time. She would fold up the birch bark, bite it, but not 
opening it, folding, then biting and biting again. When the bark was unfolded, it would be amaz-
ing to see all kinds of intricate designs she had created.” 

Lines of symmetry appear as the square, rectangle, or circle of thin birch bark is repeatedly 
folded. !e finished product reveals rotational, reflection, and point symmetry. Lisa Lunney 
Borden (2014) describes how birch bark biting demonstrates “understanding of fractions as part 
of a whole, of geometric properties of 2-D shapes, of symmetry, and of transformational geome-
try” (p. 192). 

 At one point, Nora referred to an earlier conversation in the PD about how people with 
strong spatial visualization skills tend to do well in mathematics and how “this ability to perceive 
complex spatial patterns and comprehend imaginary movements in space” (Mix and Cheng 2012, 
p. 200) is foundational in geometric thinking. She was emotionally moved by the realization that 
her mother must have possessed not only artistic talent but impressive spatial talent as well. Rehu-
manizing mathematics validated Nora’s cultural knowledge, honored her mother, and contributed 
a new and important understanding of geometric and spatial possibilities through art forms that 
had been nearly forgotten in her home community. Her interest in sharing this art form with chil-
dren (and teaching the paper folding/hole punch activity in Ojibwe) created an opportunity for her 
to work with teachers and authentically share knowledge in classrooms. 

! Results 
In addition to the project honoring Anishinaabe mathematics in its own terms, there was shared 
consensus within the group of Elders, teachers, parents, and researchers that it was important to 
learn whether this approach facilitated children’s learning in general mathematics. !e schools 
in which we worked had been identified by the district as “the lowest performing” on provincial 
standardized tests. To assess the progress of children in kindergarten to grade 3, we administered 
individual pre- and post-tests including measures of geometry, spatial reasoning, spatial language, 
and numeration. After our first year together in the project, the results were very encouraging. 
Children not only demonstrated significant progress in measures of geometry and spatial thinking, 
but they also performed  significantly better in numeration than did a control group for that year. 
(See Hawes et al. 2017 for details of the measures and results). !ese results provide an encour-
aging counternarrative to the hegemonic messages permeating the media about the gap between 
Indigenous and  non-Indigenous student achievement. 

When these research results were shared with the community, Elder Mike Kabatay 
 remarked, “You’ve reawakened something that is already in our children.” !is statement high-
lights an understanding of the knowledge that lies within Anishinaabe people, knowledge that 
was suppressed during the residential school era. In this way, rehumanizing mathematics acts 
as a tool for reconciliation. Tracy reveals this spirit of reconciliation in the following: “My dad 
wanted to say  ‘Miigwech ’ for the team coming into his path. My dad is a residential school sur-
vivor and for him to be involved academically is an honor. School was a negative experience for 
him. To see his daughters and granddaughters succeeding in school and to be involved in such 
research is an honor.” 

!e PD participants also noted that the children engaged enthusiastically with mathematics 
intellectually, emotionally, and culturally. Over the course of the PD, non-Anishinaabe teachers 
began to see their students in a new light, became excited about the “incredible” spatial talent 
that had previously gone unrecognized in their students, and were motivated to “up their game,” 
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excitedly planning new activities to meet and match the needs and strengths of their students. 
Inclusion of Anishinaabe educators and the community within the PD circle provided the new 
perspectives and engagement that further contributed to the success of the program.

! Implications/Discussion 
While our work was carried out in a very particular context, we feel that our general approach 
provides important guiding principles for a shift in PD. Our work demonstrates the importance 
of creating meaningful connections and building relationships with the goal of improving math-
ematics teaching within a framework of reconciliation and reciprocal learning. Mathematics as a 
gatekeeper subject inspires teachers to think about issues of equity. One of the biggest strengths of 
the PD is that it enables teachers to make authentic contributions to mathematics education and 
to build respectful relationships that are mutually beneficial. One second-grade teacher, Cristol, 
shared how the PD helped her redefine what mathematics means to her: 

!is work has enabled me to move beyond my own negative experiences and frustra-
tions with teaching and learning math, and redefine what math means to me. Math no 
longer exists as a block of time on my day plan, as it has become second nature for me 
to view many aspects of my teaching through the lens of spatial reasoning. !is new 
understanding has led me to see connections through art, literacy, science, mapping 
skills, and much more. 

Shifting power structures, creating a level playing field among participants, and remov-
ing the hierarchy of typical PD in which “the experts” deliver and teachers receive—all these 
practices open compassionate spaces for everyone to authentically contribute expertise. In the 
beginning of the PD, we often heard teachers say, “I’m not good at math,” only to watch them 
excel at a spatial reasoning challenge, validating their spatial talent and strengthening their 
mathematics identities. 

! Rehumanizing Mathematics as Compassionate, Playful, 
Rigorous, and Culturally Responsive
We hope that sharing our stories and experiences will prove to be one step in a long and di$cult 
journey of reconciliation. Rehumanizing mathematics as reconciliation privileges Indigenous 
knowledges in the teaching and learning of mathematics, amplifies voices previously silenced, and 
demonstrates the importance of respectful and reciprocal partner relationships in advancing stu-
dent success. In our experience, supporting young children and teachers mathematically provided 
entry points for building trust and formed a bridge between schools and the First Nation commu-
nities they serve. 

!is chapter highlights what is possible when we embrace a rehumanizing mathematics 
approach that provides “indigenous peoples with space to create and be indigenous” (Smith 2012, 
p. 232), a space in which Indigenous and non-Indigenous educators can shape the work together, 
build relationships, promote healing, and feel empowered to transform an oppressive and colonial 
educational system into one that is more humane for students. 

Rochelle Gutiérrez (2012b) envisions a system that “would allow students to feel ‘I’m doing 
this mathematics in my language, using algorithms from my home culture, answering questions 
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that are of importance to me, and serving the needs of my community’” (p. 31). Our PD empha-
sizes the vision of mathematics for Indigenous teachers, demonstrating respectful and reciprocal 
partner relationships in the process of reconciliation and rehumanizing mathematics. 

Jason illustrates this point with the following comment: “Being a part of the math PD helped 
me to see that reconciliation is happening and that we as Anishinaabe are respected. And our lan-
guage could help math concepts become more clear to a variety of learners.” For Nathalie Sinclair 
(2017), Canada Research Chair in Tangible Mathematics, learning about the Anishinaabemowin 
number system from Jason helped her “on the path to understand that it’s important to not just 
focus on translating, but on how the way of thinking about numbers is di"erent, and that this 
is what we really want to learn about and preserve—a unique and rich way of thinking that the 
English language doesn’t enable.” 

For too long, Indigenous content was entirely absent from the curriculum. According 
to Marjolaine: “To include Indigenous knowledge in math and science represents, for me, a 
movement towards the understanding by the education field that our ways of knowing are 
valid and as logical and scientif ic as Western ways. To me, it was a tacit acknowledging that 
Indigenous math and science knowledge is equal to Western ways, and for that, I remain 
profoundly grateful.” 

 Tracy describes what it meant to be involved: “When you’re always looking in from the out-
side and not always agreeing with what’s being decided on your behalf—you feel like an outsider. 
!is PD changed that.” She goes on to describe the long-lasting commitment to this project: “Year 
after year, my family, we feast this project. We feast everyone who is involved in it. !at invites our 
grandfathers, our grandmothers, and our ancestors who sit with everyone, with all the teachers, 
the kids, and everyone who is involved.”

For non-Anishinaabe educators, the PD created space to develop awareness and under-
standing of Anishinaabe knowledges, histories, and perspectives; to show solidarity in the 
struggle for language revitalization; and to connect with communities in meaningful ways. Bev 
reflects on the project: 

What began as an invitation to support schools in improving student achievement in 
mathematics became an opportunity to understand identity and power issues. Mathe-
matics formed a bridge that allowed me to develop relationships, to witness firsthand the 
systemic barriers to participation in school mathematics for Indigenous parents, children, 
and educators—and the urgency of change needed. My commitment to equity has been 
given new life. It was a great honor to learn from Elders and Anishinaabe educators who 
shared knowledge with such generosity of spirit. !e personal relationships formed with 
all members of the PD have been life-changing. 

In a speech to an assembled group of educators, Heather Campbell, the director of the school 
district, shared that, in her view, the project “gives teachers, students and families a great deal 
of hope.” Linda Tuhiwai Smith suggests that the “research stories that need to be told are small 
 stories from local communities across time and space . . . the stories of transformation and hope” 
(p. 225). Diverse voices gathered for the purpose of teaching and learning mathematics in a 
good way, creating a synergy that encapsulates rehumanizing mathematics as reconciliation. !e 
Anishinaabe people already have a word for this: Gaa-maamiwi-asigaginendamowin. Or as Elder 
Mike Kabatay says, “We don’t call it math, it’s just the way of life.” 
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